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The family of autoregressive (AR) models is a subclass of a rich 
class of models for time-series known as autoregressive integrated 
moving average (ARIMA) models. When analyzing a time series, we think 
of the observations as a finite segment of a possible realization of an 
underlying stochastic process. 
Let {Y(t)}~=l denote n successive measurements of the process made 
at equidistant points in time. {Y(t)} may consist of the differenced 
values of some original set of observations, {X(t)}~=l 
for {Y(t)} has the form 
Y(t) = ¢1Y(t-l) + ... + ¢PY(t-p) + s(t), 
for t = 1,2, .•• ,n. 
An AR(p) model 
'I'he autoregressive coefficients ¢1 , ... ,¢p are real unknown param-
eters, and {s(t)} is a series of identically distributed, uncorrelated, 
zero mean L"andom variables (white noise), usually assumed i.i.d. N(O,,), 
where ' is a positive unknown :;>recision parameter. The vector of pre-
vious values Y0 = [Y(O), ... ,Y(l-p)] is assumed to be known. Using the 
backshift operator B, where BY(t) Y(t-1), the AR(p) can be written 




¢(B)Y(t) = s(t), 
and ¢(B) is called an autoregressive operator of order p. Formally, we 
can write Y(t) = ¢-1 (B)s(t), so that Y(t) = ij;(B)s(t). The polynomial 
·µ(B) for AR(p) will be a polynomial operator of infinite order. 
Y(t) can be expressed as the output of a linear filter which acts 
on the white noise s(t), that is, as a weighted sum of present and past 
values of s (t): Y(t) = µ + E(t) + ij;l s(t-1) + iJ; 2s(t-2) + ... , or, Y(t) = 
µ + 1/J(B)s(t). {E(t)} is regarded as "series shocks" which drive the 
system. The parameter µ is the level of the process. Y(t) will be a 




~ converges, {Y(t)} is said to be stationary. 
t 
In a simple 
way, {Y(t)} is stationary if the influence of s(t-p) on the value Y(t), 
as represented by the 1/Jp weight, decreases sufficiently rapidly as p 
increases. If {Y(t)} is stationary, µis the mean of the process, that 
is, E(Y(t)) = µ, for all t's. 
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One may also have Y(t) = (qi 1B + ¢2B2 + ... + ¢PBP)Y(t) + s(t), ex-
pressing Y(t) as a weighted sum of past p values of Y(t) plus the current 
shock s(t). Y(t) can be viewed as a regression on the last p y-values. 
If ¢(B), the operator polynomial, converges for !B\.::_l, the linea.r pro-
cess {Y(t)} is said to be invertible, and in simple terms this means that 
in the autoregression of Y(t) on the past p Y(t)'s, the weights must de-
crease quickly asp increases; i.e., the influence of the past is cut 
off after the p-th lag cf the AR(p) model. 
The stationarity and invertibility conditions for AR(p) can be 
specified by conditions on cp(B): the AR(p) model ¢(B)Y(t) = s(t) will be 
stationary if and only if the roots of ~(B) = 0 lie outside the unit 
circle (in the complex plane), and is always invertable. 
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A Bayesian solution to any statistical problem requires two essen-
tials. Determination of the likelihood function based on the structure 
of the problem and assumptions about the generating mechanism of the 
data. Secondly, a prior distribution for the parameters of the likeli-
hood function must be selected and the values of the parameters chosen 
in such a way to reflect the prior information available about the par-
ameters. The posterior distribution of the parameters is found by com-
bining the likelihood function (using the data) and the prior distribu-
tion, via Bayes theorem. The posterior densities can be used to compute 
probabilities that a parameter or set of parameters lie in a particular 
region, or may be used to find regions of highest posterior density 
(HPD). 
Forecasting is accomplished with the Bayesian predictive probabil-
ity density function of k future observations Y(n+l), Y(n+2), ••. , Y(n+k). 
The predictive pdf is obtained as follows: 
p (future I data) J p(future I data, parameters) x 
p(parameters I data) d(parameters). 
From the predictive density, point forecasts can be generated from 
a measure of central tendency. Probabilities of inter.rals and regions 
and finding regions of specified probability can also be evaluated. 
The objective of this study is to develop the posterior analysis 
and foreeasting techniques using a conjugate prior, assuming station--
arity of AR(p) within a probability sense. That is, inst-=ad of re-
stricting rhe parameter space of ~he A(l) model to {¢: 
(-1,1), which is the usual way to assume stationarity, choose the prior 
parameters so that, say, 95% of the marginal prior probability of ¢ is 
concentrated on (-1,+l). 
A numerical study will be devised to assess the effects of prior 
information on the posterior and predictive distributions, and to study 
the effect of using mixtures of conjugate prior distributions (which is 
thought to be more flexible in the prior analysis). 
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Also, a Bayesian method for identifying the order of an autoregres-
sive process based on the posterior distribution of the order will be 
examined, and the sensitivity of this method to the choice of prior 
parameters. The sample size will be investigated and compared with other 
classical methods. 
Finally, the mathematical derivation of a Bayesian method for iden-
tifying the order of a multivariate autoregressive process will be given. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The idea of time related observations has been known for centuries, 
but according to Kendall (1973), much of the study of time-series anal-
ysis has been carried out since the work of Udny Yule in 1927, which led 
toward the ideas of stochastic processes. Chatfield (1975) notes that 
around 1920 Yule introduced autoregressive-type processes. In fact, AR(2) 
processes are sometimes called Yule AR processes (Kendall, 1973). 
Bayesian ideas were first formally expressed in the writings of 
Thomas Bayes (1958) more than two centuries ago, but were partially dis-
credited and fell into disuse. The use of a conjugate family of distri-
butions was introduced and formalized by Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961), in 
which they also studied many families of distributions. Discussions of 
Bayesian analysis can be found in many well-known books, among them, 
Lindley (1972), DeGroot (1970), and Box and Tiao (1973). 
Classical analysis of AR processes has been known since the early 
1920's, but in recent years, Box and Jenkins (1970) methods have become 
a popular technique for model building. Box and Jenkins discuss three 
stages in model building: identification, estimation, and di.agnos-
tic checking. The identification is made ty using the plots of the es-
timated autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations from a sample. 
Given the form of the model, the parameters are then estimated by iter-
ative least squares. Stationarity and invertibility are introduced by 
5 
differencing the original process. This will force the determination of 
the process to be unique. Given the estimates of the parameters a model 
is then fitted and diagnostic checking is performed, using the residuals 
of the fitted model. The autocorrelations of the residuals can indicate 
inadequacies of the selected model, and can suggest alternative models. 
~ost published studies of AR processes from a Bayesian point of 
view are focused on parameter estimation. Vague prior information is 
often used to illustrate relationships to maximum likelihood estimators. 
For the most part, the priors used do not include the restrictions on 
the parameters which introduce stationarity and invertibility in the 
model. 
Box and Jenkins outline some aspects of the Bayesian analysis of 
the AR model, where a Jeffrey's non-informative prior is used. For the 
AR(p) model, Box and Jenkins show the posterior distribution of ¢ is a 
multivariate t-distribution. 
Zellner (1971) gives the posterior analysis of the AR(l) and AR(2) 
_? 
models using a vague prior density of ¢ and '(=er -) 
for AR(l) is a two pd.rameter model, namely, 
The model he used 
y (t) 1,2, ... ,n, Y(O) is fixed. 
The joint posterior distribution for ¢1 and ~ 2 is a bivariate t-distri-
bution, thus, the ~arginal posterior distributions for m1 and ¢2 are 
univariate t-distribt1tion, and Y(n+l) is distributed as t with mear. 
~ 
¢1 + ¢2Y(n), where 
J n I n 










In his analysis, Zellner did not put the restriction 1¢2 1<1 on ¢2 to in-
troduce stationarity. Following Thornber (1967), he analyzes the AR(l) 
model assuming that !<1> 21<1, Y(O) is normally distributed, ¢1 and log a are 
uniform, p(¢ 2) (the prior distribution for ¢2) is chosen from the family 
of beta distribution defined on (-1,1). The posterior distribution of ¢2 
must be analyzed numerically. For an AR(2) model 
Y(t) t=l,2, •.. ,n, 
Zellner assumes that Y(O) and Y(-1) are fixed and uses a vague prior for the 
parameters. The joint posterior of ¢1 and ¢2 is bivariate t-distribution. 
Lahiff (1980) studies stationary AR(l) processes, where she assumes 
a beta-type prior for¢ over (-1,1), namely, 
P(<j>) - 1 (<j>+l)p-1 (l-p)q-1. (2)p+q-1 ' p>O, q>O, -1..:_¢..:_1. B (p' q) 
However, since the prior does not combine well with the likelihood func-
tion of ¢, she examined the posterior distribution of rp from a numerical 
point of view. Lahiff did not study the predictive density of future 
observations. 
Land (1981.) developed the prediction of k future observations using 
the Bayesian predictive density, however she did not assume a stationary 
model, and she used a vague prior density. 
Litterman (1980) introduced forecasting in the Bayesian sense for 
vector autoregressions. More sophisticated procedures for e.stimating 
the parameters of AR processes are given by Harrison and Stevens (1976) 
and Bloomfield (1976). 
The order of an AR process has been studied, and many different pro-
cedures were developed from a non-Bayesian point of view. Anderson 
8 
(1963) discussed the determination of the order of an AR process under 
the normality assumption explicitly as a multiple decision procedure, 
which takes the form of a sequence of tests of the model starting at the 
highest order and successively down to the lowest order. Akaike (1969) 
introduced a fitting procedure of univariate AR(p) models. In his proce-
<lure he uses the mean-square error of the one-step ahead prediction ob-
tained by using the least squares estimates of the parameters of the model. 
The mean square error is called the final prediction error (FPE), and es-
timated from a sample by 
FPE(p) = n+p (C(O) 
n-p 
p A A 
L: a .C(j)], 
j=l PJ 
wher0 the mean of the sample is assumed to be 0, C(2) 
n-Q, 
= l L: Y(i+t)Y(i), 
n i=l 
A ' and a . s are obtained by solving the Yule-Walker equations. The order 
PJ 
of the model is estimated by the value p which gives a minimum for the 
FPE(p), p = 0,1,2, ... ,L, where Lis some upper limit. 
Akaike (1974) introduced a new estimation procedure to statistically 
identify the order of AR processes; the estimate is based on the minimum 
information theoretical criterion estimate (MAICE), which he introduced. 
The order is estimated by the value p which minimizes 
AIC(p) -2 log (maximum likelihood) + 2p. 
Parzen (1974) introduced another criterion for selecting the order 
of an AR process. Bhansali and DoT,;nham (1977) proposed a simultaneous 
use of modified AIC statistics 
AIC (p) = -2 log (maxi:num likelihood) + ap, 
Ci, 
Cl. > 0. 
Akaike (1979) studied and checked the practicability of the Bhansali and 
Downham suggestion, and he introduced a prior distribution for a, and 
suggested that a to be used for the definition of a minimum AIC pro-
a 
cedure should be kept large only when the dominant values of the likeli-
hood would be distributed over small p's. 
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Gary, et al. (1978), introduced another procedure for identification 
of AR processes, based on the D-statistic which they introduced. 
Box and Jenkins (1970) identify the order of AR processes by compar-
ing plots of the sampled autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation 
functions with theoretical ones. 
A Bayesian procedure for identification of AR processes have been 
proposed by Diaz and Farah (1981) and will be investigated. 
CHAPTER III 
POSTERIOR AND PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS OF 
ALMOST STATIONARY AR(l) MODELS 
Normal-Gamma Prior for (<jl,T) 
Consider an autoregressive process of order p given by 
~(B)Y(t) s( t)' t = 1,2, ... ,n, 
where s(l), E(2), .• ., s(n) are i.i.d. N(O,T) and ¢(B) = l-<J> 1B- .•. -¢PBP, 
where BiY(t) = Y(t-i) and Y(O), Y(-1), ••. , Y(-p+l) are known. 
If p = 1, we have 
Y(t) - ¢Y(t-l) = E(t), t = 1,2, ... ,n. 
which is a two-parameter AR(l) process. If l<PI < 1, the process is sta-
tionary; otherwise it is called non-stationary. The likelihood function 
of <P and T is 
n/2 T n 2 




- 26 I Y(t)Y(t-1) 
t=l 
n 
+ ¢2 l: y2 (t-1)] 
t=l 
n/ 2 - 't 2: y2 ( t) / 2 
2 n 2 n 
-+ [qi I Y (t-1) - 2cb 2: Y(t)Y(t-1)] 
ex: .:- e t=l e ~ t=l t=l 
(3.1) 
for cb E R, T > 0, and S (Y(l),Y(2), ... ,Y(n)). 
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This suggests that the normal-gamma density 




cp E R, T > 0. (3. 2) 
is conjugate to the likelihood function. From (3.2) the joint prior 
distribution of (cp,T) is 
The marginal prior distribution of ¢ is 
2a+l 






+ 2i3 (cp-µ) 
cp E R, T > 0. 
¢ER (3.3) 
which is at-distribution with 2a d.f., location parameterµ, precision 
sa d . s f3' an variance s(a-1)' The marginal prior distribution of T is 
T 
2a+l _ 1 
2 
a-1 -TS 
a: 1: e 1: > 0 
which is a gamma density with parameters a and (3. Thus 
E(i:J a, (3) = }• and Var (TI a , i3) 
Combining (3.1) and (3.2) we have 
2a.+n+l 
2 
2 n 2 




2a+n+l_l -t[cp2 ( I Y2(t-l)+U-2¢( I Y(t)Y(t-l)+sµ) 
a: T 2 e t=l t=l 
n 
+ t;µ 2 + 28 + E Y2 (t)], 
t=l 
Qi ER, T > 0, 
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(3.5) 
as the joint posterior distribution of (cj>,T). Consider the exponent in 
(3.5), and complete the square in Qi: 
2n2 n 2 n2 
Qi [ E Y (t-1) + t;] - 2qi[ L: Y(t)Y(t-1) + t;µ] + sP + 28 + E Y (t) 
where 
and 
t~ ~l ~1 
n 
A= [ E Y2 (t-l)+t;], 
t=l 
n 
B = [ E Y(t)Y(t-1) + t;µ], 
t=l 
? n 2 
C = t;µ- + 2S + E Y (t). 
n=l 
Thus (3.5) can be written as 
n+2a+l _ 1 
p(Qi>r!S) cc• 2 Exp-f[ (cj>-A-1B) 2A+C-B2A-1 ], ?ER, •>O. 
(3. 6) 
The marginal posterior distribution of <P is 
(2a+n+l) 
p (ii I s) cc [A ( <P - A - lB) 2 + c - B 2 A - l ]- 2 
1 
a: --------- ·---2a+n+l 
cp E R. (3. 7) 
2 
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which is at-distribution with 2a+n d.f., location parameter 
precision A(2~+ni , and variance 
C-B A-
C-B2A-l 
A( 2a+n-2) . The marginal posterior 
distribution of T is 
T > 0 (3 .8) 
2a+n d C-B2A-l 
which is a gamma density with parameters ~2~ an 2 
2a+n 
and 
The posterior analysis is straight forward, since we have standard dis-
tributions for the parameters. 
From (3. 3) ¢ is distributed a priori as t. For an AR(l) to be sta-
tionary, \¢J should be less than 1. We have two ways to impose a priori 
that -1 < ¢ < 1. The first is to truncate the prior distribution of ¢ over 
the interval (-1,1), i.e., 
P>'< ( ¢ I a , S , ; , µ) = k P ( ¢ I a , S, ; , µ) , ¢ E (-1,1) 
where 
in which case k will be a function of the prior paramete-cs of ¢, and 
14 
P*(¢la,B,~,µ) will not be in a standard form, so using P* as prior for ¢ 
will result in posterior distributions that are not mathematically con-
venient, and numerical integration must be carried out, in other words 
using P*(¢ja,S,~,µ) will result in a joint prior distribution of (¢,T) 
that is not conjugate to the likelihood function of (¢,T). The second, 
is to make ¢E(-l,l) with a certain probability, say, 95%, i.e., 
P [ ~ l1 < t(.025,2a)] •95 · 
s(a-1) 
Thus, 
so we can choose the prior parameters µ, S, ~' µ, such that, 
P[-1<¢<1] = .95, 
to achieve this we need to have 
1 ~ µ+t / __(.025,2a)/~(a-l) ' 
Thus, if ; is chose"!l as the parameter to be determined by the above re-
lation, and the other prior parameters are given, then 
P,~2 





To forecast using this framework, a one-step predictive probabi.lity 
density function is used and is defined by 
P[future [data] = f P(future, parameters data) d(paramet2rs) 
15 
= P(future I data, parameters) p(parameters I data) d(parameters). 
Then, the one-step ahead predictive probability density function of Y is 
P[Y(n+l)!s] ~ fp(Y(n+l)l¢,T.,S) p(¢,T.JS) d(<jl,T.). 
P[Y(n+l),¢>rlsJ ~ p(¢,T.jS) p(¢,T.la,(3,I;,µ) p(Y(n+l)j¢,T.,S) 
n 2 
T. l: (Y(t)-¢Y(t-l)) 
n/2 - 2 t=l a.-1 
~T. e T. 
1 - T.I; (¢-µ) 2 
-T.13 2 2 
e T. e 
~ - ~(Y(n+l)-q,Y(n)) 2 
T. e 
n 
2a.+n+2 _1 _l{ l: [Y(t)-¢Y(t-l)J 2 + [Y(n+l) 2 2 ~ T. e t=l 
- ¢Y(n)] 2 + 1;(¢-µ) 2 + 213}. (3.10) 
Consider the exponent in (3.10), and complete the square in¢, i.e., 
n n 
qi 2 [ l: Y2(t-l) + Y2 (n) +I;] - 2¢( l: Y(t)•Y(t-1) + Y(n+l)•Y(n) +I;µ] 
Letting 
t=l t=l 
.+ ~ Y2 (t) + Y2 (n+l) + t,;µ 2 + 2(3 • 
t=l 
n 2 2 
A* = l: Y (t-1) + Y (n) + I;, 
t=l 
n 
B* = I Y(t) Y(t-1) + Y(n+l) Y(n) + I;µ 
t=l 
and 
C* ~ Y2(t) + Y2(n+l) + ~µ 2 + 2S, 
t=l 




2a7+2 - l - ~ [ A*<ji 2 - 2B*<j> + C*] 
P(Y(n+l),¢,-:JS) a: T e 
2a+n+2 - l _.I. [A*(<!>_ B*)2 + C-l: 
P(Y(n+l) IS) a: J000 !_: T 2 e 2 A* 
Y (n+l) E R. 
n 
[ I Y(t)•Y(t-1) + Y(n+l)•Y(n) + ~µ] 2 
t=l 
n ? 2 [ I Y-(t-1) + Y (n) + ~] 
t=l 
2 
= DY (n+l) - 2GY(n+l) + F 








I Y2 (t-1) + Y2 (n) + ~ 
t=l 
n 
Y(n)[ I Y(t)•Y(t-1) + ~µ] 
t=l G = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
n 2 2 
I Y (t-1) + Y (n) + ~ 
t=l 
n 
[ .I Y(t) Y(t-1) + ~µ] 2 
F = 2S + F;µ2 + L: y2 (t) - _t=_l _______ _ 
n 
L: Y2 (t-l) + Y2 (n) + F; 
t=l 
Then (3.11) can be written as 
17 
P[Y(n+l) IS] ex: Y(n+l) ER, (3.12) 
which is t-distribution with 
cision D(2a+n) . 2 , and variance 
F-G /D 




For more than one-step ahead forecasts, say, two-steps ahead, we 
can find the joint predictive probability density function of Y(n+l) 
and Y(n+2), then our two-step estimate is the conditional mean of Y(n+2) 
given Y(n+l). To predict Y(n+2) we may either use the mean of the 
predictive distribution of Y(n+l) which is substituted for Y(n+l) in 
E[Y(n+2)iYCn~l)] if we have observed only n observations, or we can up-
date the forecast if Y(n+l) is observed, and use one-step ahead estimate 
for the n+l observations as before. 
The prior variance for cp depends on the prior parameters ct, S, a;.1d 
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2 s. and from (3.9) s depends on a, S, µ, and t(.OZS,Za)" Then, asµ 
(prior mean of ¢) becomes closer to 1 the prior variance of ¢ becomes 
smaller, which means that as µ approaches 1 we have to increase the 
precision of our prior information. To overcome this difficulty, one 
may perhaps use mixtures of conjugate prior distributions which will 
give one more flexibility in the prior analysis. 
Mixtures of Normal-Gamma Prior Densities for (¢ ,.r) 
When ¢ is a priori thought to be close to one of the endpoints of 
the interval (-1,1), and our confidence in this prior information is not 
as high as suggested by the prior parameters and the relation (3.9), 
then a mixture of two or more normal-gannna priors could be used to re-
fleet the prior information about ¢ and T and preserve the 95% belief 
that ¢£(-1,1). 
Let the assumptions be the same as for the ordinary normal-gamma 
prior case, namely, that we are concerned with the AR(l) model 
Y(t) = ¢Y(t-l) + s(t), t = 1,2, ... ,n, 
where E(t) are i.i.d. N(O,T). The likelihood function of ¢ and T. is the 
same as (3.1). 
The prior used in this case is a mixtur~ of conjugate prior distri-
butions, that is 
p(¢,-r) <X 
k 2a+l • _.!..2[C(¢-µ,)2+2S] 
-2--.L 1 1 




1.;her-: ·' ER, T > 0, 2: ·;:. = 1, and k is the number of mixtures. ~· 
i=l 1 
The mar-
ginal prior distrib-.Jtion of ¢ is 
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k 
p(¢) 0: ¢ ER, (3.14) 
which is a mixture of k t-distribution, each with 2a d.f. Thus, 
k 
p(¢) - L 
i=l 
¢ E R (3 .15) 
where k. is the normalizing factor for component i in the prior mixture. 
l. 
The prior mean of ¢ is 
k 





k -1 [ l: TI.k. ] 
i=l l. J. . 
and the prior variance of ¢ is 
V(¢) [E(¢)]2 
[ -1 k 2STI.k. L: 1 J. + 
= 
i=l k -1 E;.(2a-2)( L TI.k. ) 
J. i=l J. 1 
-1 ] 1T. k. J. J. 
k -1 
E 1T .k. 
i=l l. 1 






2a+l 1 __ i:2..:_[t;.(¢-µ.)2+2S] 
00 -2--_,_ J. 1 
f "T. T e 
-oo 1 
a: L: Tf. a.-1 -TS T e 
i=l 1 
o:-1 -Tf3 
o: T e 
[ k -1 r 1T. k. µ L l. 1. i k -1 i=l ( E TI .k. ) i=l 1 J. 
which is a gamma density with parameters a and S, and its moments are 




The joint posterior distribution of ¢ and T is obtained by combining 
(3.1) and (3.13), thus 
k 2a+n+l _ 1 
2 L Tf.T 
n 
'[ ( .2 2 
-2 !;. ¢-p.) + I (Y(t)-cpY(t-1)) +26] 
e 1 1 t=l 
i=l 1 
, <P E R, T > 0' 
consider the exponent, then completing the square with respect to ¢ we 
have 
k 2a+n+l _ 1 T -1 2 2 -1 
-?[A.(¢-A. B.) +C.-B.A. ] 
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L 'IT. T 2 
i=l ]_ 
~ ]_ 1 l ]_ ]_ 1 
e (3.16) 






c .. = 
]_ 
n 2 
I Y (t-1) + i;i' 
t=l 
n 
L Y(t)Y(t-1) + !;.µ", 
t=l ]_ ]_ 
n 2 2 
I Y (t) + 2S + ~.µ .. 
t=l ]_ l 
The marginal posterior distribution of o is 
-1 2 (¢-A. B.) ]_ l 
] (2a+n+l) /2 
¢ER (3.17) 













[ A. ]2 2 -1 C.-B.A. l. l. l. 
B(2a.+n,i) 
1 (3.18) 
z 1T. (k '.) 
i=l l l. 
where <jl E R, k '. is the normalizing factor of the i-th component of the l. 
posterior distribution mixture. The posterior mean of ¢ is 
-1 k 'IT. (k'.) 
E(¢ Is)= z _1 __ 1 __ 
i=l k -1 
-1 (A.B. ) 
l l 
z 'IT. (k '.) 
i=l l. l. 
and the posterior variance of ¢ is 
k [ 'Tf,(k'.)-l V(~is) = .~ k 1 1 
l.-1 '°' (1 I )-1 
L. 'IT. K, 
i=l 1 l. 
2 -1 C.-B.A. 
1 1 :L 
A. (2a.+n-2) l. 
The marginal posterior distribution of T is 
p(Ti S) a: 
k 2a+n - 1 
2 Z 1T. T 
i=l 1 
T > 0, (3.19) 
h · h · f k d · b · · ,_ 2a+n d w 1c is a mixture o gamma 1stri ut1ons w1t11 parameters - 2- an 
2 -1 (C.-B.A. )/2, i = 1,2, ..• ,k. Thus, 







z 'IT. (k"':) 
i==l l. l 
2o+n_ 1 Tr~ 2 -11 2 --2 ,c.-B.A l 1.. l 
T e (3. 20) 
where 'C > 0, k~ is the normalizing factcr of the i-th component of the 
l 








l:: TI. (k~) 
i=l 1 1 
( 2a+n ) 
-1 ' C.-B.A. 
l 1 1 









L:: 'IT. (k~) -
i=l 1 l 
[ (2a+n) (1 +2a+n) ] 
-1 2 (C .-B .A. ) 
:L l 1 
2 
- (E(-r/S)) • 
As in the case of the conjugate prior, the posterior analysis is 
straight forward. 
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The one-step ahead predictive probability density function of Y is 




k Za+n+2 - l _.!.[ L:: Y(t) -¢Y(t-1)] 2 
l:: . TI. T 2 e 2 t=l 
i=l l 
T 2 2 
-z-[ (Y(n+l) - cpY(n)) + ~i (¢-µi) + 2S] 
e 
for Y(n+l) ER, ¢ER, T > 0. (3.20a) 
Consider the exponents and complete the square with respect to ¢. Then 
(3.20a) may be expressed as 
B* Bi:2 
k Za+n+2 - 1 - 1-r A* c qi - -2::.) 2 + c* - _L l 





n 2 2 








I: Y(t)Y(t-1) + Y(n+l)Y(n) + <S;.µ. , 
t=l 1. 1. 
t=l 
n 2 2 
I: Y (t) + Y (n+l) + ~.µ. + 2S. 
1 1 
P[Y(n+l) I SJ " i!l "i [c~ -B~2A~l] 2a"';+l ' Y(n+l) ER. (3.21) 
1. 1. 1. 
Consider the value C~-B~2A~1 and complete the square with respect to 
1. 1. 1. 




P[Y(n+l)jS] cr I: TI. 
i=l 1. 
1 
Ai -1 2 
1 + ( z l) (Y ( n+ 1) - B . A. ) 
Y (n+l) E R. 
- 1. 1. C.-B.A. 
1 1 1. 






n 2 2 
I: Y (t-1) + Y (n) + ~-
t=l 1. 
n 
Y(n)( I: Y(t)Y(t-1) + ~-µ;] 
t=l l .. 
n 2 2 
I Y (t-1) + Y (n) + si 
t=l 




I Y(t)Y(t-1) + ~~µi]­
t=l 
n 2 ? 






From (3.22), Y(n+l) is distributed as a mixture of kt-distributions each 
with 2a+n d.f. Thus 
k 





2: 1T • (k '. ) 




2 -1 C.-B.A. 




( Ai 2 
2 -1 
\ C.-B.A. ]_ ]_ ]_ 
1 






where k'. is the normalizing factor for the i-th component in the mixture. 
]_ 
The mean of Y(n+l) is 
k 
E(Y(n+l) is) = I 
i=l 
-1 
1T. (k'.) -1 ]_ ]_ 
_k __ _ (A. B.), 
2: Tf • (k '. ) - l 
i=l ]_ ]_ 
]_ ]_ 





Experiments and Methodology of the Posterior 
Density for (¢ ,-r) and Predictive Density 
for Y(n+l) 
Since the behavior for negative ¢ can be described from work with 
:+> > 0, the values of ·~ used to numerically study the posterior analysis 
of (0,T) and the one-step ahead predictive analysis, are all positive 
25 
values. 
For the ordinary normal-gamma conjugate prior for (¢,T) series of 
length 25, 50, 100 and 750 were used. AR(l) series were generated with 
<i> taking the values 0.0, .25, .50, .75 and .90. Twas taken to be one. 
The first observation Y(O) was always taken to be zero. 
Normal-gamma distributions which concentrate most of the marginal 
prior probability of ¢ in (-1,1) were used as the prior distributions 
for ¢ and were specified by a = 10, S = 9. µ was taken to be 0.0, 
.25, .5, .75 and .90 for each value of¢ and the different series length, 
~ for each prior was calculated using formula (3.9). 
For every combination of n (length of AR(l) series), ¢, andµ, the 
mean and variance for the prior and posterior distributions of ¢ and T 
and the one-step ahead predictive density for Y(n+l) were calculated 
using the exact formula of the first section. The prior and the poste-
rior distributions for ¢ and for T were plotted on the same graph, for 
each of the above combinations. The predictive density for Y(n+l) was 
also plotted for each case. A summary of means and variances for each 
case, and for all the above combinations are tabulated in Tables I - V 
in Appendix A. 
When using mixtures of normal-gamma densities of (¢,T), series of 
length 25, 50, 100 and 200 were generated with ¢ = 0.0, 0.5 and 0.9, T 
was one, and Y(O) was zero. 
A mixture of three marginal prior distributions for ¢ was also 
used as the marginal prior distribution. The three prior means were 
-.5, 0.0, 0.5. The prior parameter a was taken to be 10 and S = a -1, 
and~. for each component in the prior mixture was calculated using for-
i 




the first cases. was fixed for all the three components by usingµ = .5 
l 
in (3.9) forµ., i = 1,2,3, i.e., the variance for each component in the 
l 
marginal prior mixture for ¢, was fixed for the smallest variance among 
the three, (2) for the second case, si was fixed with µ = 0 for all µi 
in the mixture, i.e. , th.e variance for each component in the mixture was 
fixed for the largest variance among the three, (3) and for the last 
case, si was calculated by (3.9) using µi for each component, i.e., the 
variance for each component is proportional to its mean. Note that our 
95% prior belief that ¢s(-l,l) is preserved under the first and the third 
cases, but not under the second. 
To evaluate the effect of increasing the prior variance for T on 
the posterior analysis, a values of 2 and 1.1 were used respectively, with 
S = a. -1, and l;i was fixed using µi = .5, for i = 1,2,3. 
As in the case of the ordinary normal-gamma density, for every 
combination of n and ¢, the mean and variance for the prior and poste-
rior distributions for ¢, and for the one-step ahead predictive density 
for Y(n+l) were calculated using the exact formula of the second section, 
and the plots of the prior and posterior distributions for ¢ and for T 
were provided on the same graph. The predictive density for Y(n+l) was 
also plotted for each combination and for each ~ase. Tables V - X sum-
marize the mean and variance for each of 1:he above. 
Co~putatioLs were done on the IBM 370 at Oklahoma State University 
Computer Center. All computations were done with double precision. The 
main program and subroutines used to generate the random series, ~he AR(l) 
series, and to compute all the parameters and statistics for the priors, 
posteriors and predictive densities, were written in FORTRAN. Tables I -
X .. XVIII are in Appendix A, and Figures l - 18 are in Appendix B. 
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Results and Conclusions 
Parameter estimates for ¢ = 0.0, .25, .5, and .9; and for T = 1 are 
given in Tables I - V, for the normal-ga~.ma prior density for (¢,T), and 
in Tables VI - X for the mixture of normal-gamma prior densities for 
(¢,T) along with estimates for Y(n+l). The Tables show the anticipated 
reduction in the posterior variance for ¢ and T, with large sample sizes. 
This effect is clearly shown in Figures 1 - 12 when the true value are 
¢ = .5, T = 1, n = 25 and 100, respectively. The Tables also show that 
for the same AR(l) series (i.e., for the same true value for¢) and the 
same series length, the posterior variance for ¢ decreases as the prior 
mea~ for ¢ increases in absolute value for the normal gannna prior cases. 
This indicates that as the prior mean of ¢ increases in absolute value, 
the prior information will have more influence on the posterior, and 
this is anticipated from (3.9), for asµ increases, ~will increase and 
the prior variance fer t will be smaller. 
The results in the tables also indicate that for the same prior 
mean and same series length, and for the ordinary and mixture cases of 
norma1.-gamma prior densities, the posterior variance for ¢ decreases as 
the true value of ¢ increases in absolute value. This is also anticipat-
ed since from time-series theory we know that the variance of the sam-
pling-theory estimator fer ¢ is a function of sample size and the true 
value of ¢, and is approximately ;(1-q,2). For a discussion of this 
see Box and Jenkins (1970). In the Bayesian analysis, if the true 
value of ¢ is close to 1 in absolute value, the likelihood function will 
strongly influence the posterior distribution of ,~, and there should be 
less effect from the p!."ior distribution of ¢. This is clearly shown in 
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Table V, where even with short series length the posterior estimates of 
the parameters were reasonably close to their true values. 
Tables VI - X show that for the same true value for ¢ and the same 
series length, when the prior variance of T increases the posterior var-
iance of T also increases. 
Tables VI - VIII indicate that when the variance of each component 
in the prior mixture is fixed for the smallest variance among all com-
ponents, the influence of the prior distribution on the posterior will 
be stronger than for the two other cases. 
The posterior estimates for the parameters shifted toward the true 
value of these parameters as the sample size of the AR(l) series in-
creases. It is also clearly demonstrated that when the true absolute 
value of ¢ is close to 1 the influence of the prior distribution is min-
imal, and a small sample size will be adequate, and yield reasonable 
estimate for the paramete~s. But, when the true value of ¢ is close to 
zero, then a very large sample is needed to obtain estimates with good 
qualities, especially when a marginal prior distribution of ¢ with an 
absolute mean close to 1 is used. To overcome this difficulty, a mix-
ture of normal-gamma prior densities was used, and a comparison between 
results in Tables I and VI indicates that even though, with a mixture of 
prior distributions (which is not too informative), a better result is 
obtained. 
Generally speaking, we can conclude that if the true absolute 
value of ¢ is close to one, then a normal-gamma prior distribution for 
(¢,T) could be used with a reasonable sample size to get good posterior 
estimates for the parameters. If the absolute value of ¢ is close to 
zero, then the prior information will have a great influence on the prop-
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erties of the posterior distributions and therefore, prior distributions 
must be carefully selected. A reasonable way to choose a prior is by 
taking the marginal prior distribution of to be a mixture of t-densi-
ties with suitable means and variances chosen to describe the prior in-
formation available. If strong prior belief indicates that ~ may be one 
of few values with equal probability, then components with small equal 
variance and with means equal to these values, will be appropriate. 
Otherwise, the variances could be adjusted to reflect our prior belief. 
Results of the predictive density for Y(n+l) indicate that its 
mean is highly influenced by the direction of the last observation Y(n), 
and its variance is affected by the sample size. 
The graphs in Figures 5, 6, 11, 12, 17 and 18 are all for mixtures 
of three densities, and they should exhibit trimodal shapes. Due to 
small variances for the components of the posterior distribution of ~. 
the prior and posterior distribution of c, and the predictive distri-
bution of Y(n+l), and the inaccuracy in using a line printer for plot-
ting, the plots appear to be of a unimodal shapes. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE IDENTIFICATION OF UNIVARIATE AR PROCESSES 
Most published discussions of AR models from a Bayesian point of 
view are focused on parameter estimation rather than on order identi-
fication. Different "classical" approaches to AR identification are 
available, among those which are used is the Box and Jenkins (1970) 
method and the minimum information theoretic criterion estimate (MAICE) 
presented by Akaike (1974). 
The Box and Jenkins method identifies the AR model by comparing 
graphs of the observed autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation func-
tions with their known theoretical counter parts. This method requires 
a minimum sample size of 50 to identify the appropriate model satisfac-
torily, and it is quite subjective since one needs experience in match-
ing observed and theoretical patterns. 
The MAICE method identifies the order p of AR models by minimiz-
ing AIC. Under the assumption of Gaussian model the AIC statistics for 
the p-th order autoregressive model is defined by 
AIC(p) 
p 
n log [C(O) - L ~ .C(p)] + 2p, 
j=l PJ 
where C(t) is defined by 
(t ~ 0)' 
(t < O). 
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The procedure chooses the order to be that p which minimizes AIC(p) for 
p = 0,1, ... ,1, where Lis a preassigned upper limit to the order. 
The objective of this Chapter is to examine a Bayesian procedure 
proposed by Diaz and Farah (1981) for identifying the order of an AR 
model; the procedure is based on the posterior distribution of the order. 
Posterior Analysis of the Order 
of an AR Processes 
Let Y(t), t = 1,2, •.• ,n be n observations from an AR(p) process 
~(B)Y(t) = s(t), t = 1, 2, ... ,n (4.1) 
where Y(t) is the observation at time t, the s(t) are i.i.d. N(O,-r) with 
1" > 0 and 
(4. 2) 
where~- ER, and B5Y(t) = Y(t-s). The¢. are unknown real autoregres-
i l 
sive parameters, ar.d the process j_s stationary when the roots (in the 
complex plaLe) of ~(B) = 0, lie outside the unit circle. 
If {Y(t): t = 1,2, .•. ,n} are available, then to estimate the order 
p of the process is known as the identification problem. 
Once p has been identified, one may do t11e usual Bayesian analysis 
of an AR(p) model. 
1 t A- (p) - ( ' ' ,/, ) I b t.h ~ f t- • e 'I' - qi 19 2 , ... •'I' e e veci..or o au .. orE.gressive param-p p pp 
eters associated with a p-th order model, for p = 1,2, ... ,k, where k is 
the maximum order of the model, and letµ (p) and Q(p) be the prior mean 
and precision matrix for ¢(p) given p. For a given p, assume that b(p) 
and T have a norrrial-gamma prior distribution, namely 
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(4.3) 
where cp(p) ERP, • > 0 and the µ(p), Q(p), a and Sare known parameters. 
Let ~(p) be the marginal prior mass function of p, p = 1,2, ... ,k. 
The likelihood function for ~(p), '• and p, based on n observations 
Y(t), t = 1,2, ••• ,n is 
( ) n/2 -f ~(Y(t) - ~ <P .Y(t-j))z, 
L[SI¢ p ,•,p) a: • e t=l j=l PJ 
(4.4) 
where cjl(p) ERP, T > 0 and p = 1,2, ••• ,k, and S 
thus the posterior density of ¢(p), T and pis 
(Y ( 1) , Y ( 2) , • • . , Y ( N) ) , 
_ .E. n+Za+p _ 1 
f[¢(p) ,•,pis] a: (21T) 2 't 2 exp[ -f{ (c/l(p)_ll(p))'Q(p) 
n (</>(p)_µ(p)) + 6 [Y(t) 
t=l 
p 2 
l: cjJ .Y(t-j)] + 2S}] 
j=l PJ 
(4.5) 
for ¢ ( p) E RP, T > 0 and p = 1, 2, ... , k. 
The likelihood function (4.4) can be written as 




n n 2 
























I: y (t). 
t=l 








E Y (t-p) 
t=l 
n+2o:+p _ 1 




- 2¢' (p)B,~(p,S) + C*(p,S)}]t;(p) jQ(p) 12·, (4.6) 
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where 
A*(p,S) = Q(p) + A(p,S), 
Consider the exponent of (4.6), and complete the square with re-
spect to $(p), we can write (4.6) as 
_ .E. n+2a.+p _ 1 1 
f(<jl(p>,p,TIS) a: (2n) 2 T 2 t;,(p)•jQ(p)IZ Exp 
_l{ [<jl(p)_A*-l(p,S)B*(p,S)]'A*(p,S)[cjl(p)_A*-l(p,S)B*(p,S)] 
2 
+ C*(p,S)-B*'(p,S)A*-l(p,S)B*(p,S)}. (4. 7) 
Integrating (4.7) with re~pect to <jl(p) and T gives the posterior distri-
bution of p as 
1 
t;, (p IS) a: -------=-t;, """"(p-'--) ..._! Q,_<_P)_...1_2 ______ _ 
1 2a+n ' (4. 8) 
- ~~
IA*(p,S) j 2[C*(p,S)-B*'(p,S)A*-l(p,S)B*(p,S)] 2 
p=l,2, ... ,k. 
To compare the performance of this method with other well-known 
"classical" methods for identifying the order of an AR(p) process, it is 
more reasonable to use a vague prior density for <jl(p) and T. If we take 




 0' (4.9) 
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thus the joint posterior distribution for <P(p), T, and pis 
n-2 
2 T n p 2 
Exp[-- Z: [Y(t)- Z:<ji Y(t-i)] ]l;(p), 
2 t=l i=l pi 
(4.10) 
for <P (p) ERP, T > 0, and p = 1,2, ••• ,k. We can write (4.10) as follows 
n-2 
E; ( <P ( p) , T , p I S) a: TT Exp [ - I { [ <P ( P) -A - l ( p , S) B ( p , S) ] 'A ( p, S) 
[ ¢ (p) -A-l (p, S) B (p, S)] + C (S) - B' (p, S)A -l (p, S) B(p, S)}], 
(4.11) 
1,2' ... 'k. 
Eliminating <P(p), and T from (4.ll) will give the following posterior 
distribution for p 
E. 
2 
r:; <PI s) a: -----, __ c;~<, .... n,,_) _,_c2_11".._) -------
n-p 
jA(p,S)j 2 [C(S)-B'(p,S)A-l(p,S)B(p,S)] 2 
for p 1,2, ••• ,k. 
(4 .12) 
Numerical results for identifying the order of several different 
generated series of order 2 using the vague prior (4.9), and a uniform 
t;,(p) with k = 10, and different sample sizes (N = 200 the largest) shows 
that p (the estimated order of the AR(p)) is always 1, where p is the 
mode of (4.12) for p = 1,2, •.. ,10. A preliminary investigation indicated 
that the dominant factor here is the power of the component in brackets 
U-:E_ in the denominator of (4.12), namely,--;, . 
,_ 
If the prior of cb(p) and T given pis taken to be 
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(4 .13) 
then the posterior distribution of p is 
.E. 
~ (p Is) cc ------"-~_,.(p_._)_,_<2--'IT_._)_2 _____ _ 
l n (4.14) 
jA(p,S)j 2 [C(S)-B'(p,S)A-l(p,S)B(p,S)] 2 
p = 1,2, ••• ,k. 
.E. 
Because of the (2TI) 2 , (4.14) may tend to favor a higher value for p, 
especially when the sample size is small. So, to remove this effect the 
prior of ~(p) and T given pis taken as 
(4.15) 
and the posterior distribution for p is 
t; (p IS) cc ______ t;._.(.._p),___, ____ _ 
1 n (4 .16) 
iA(p,S)i 2 [C(S)-B'(p,S)A-l(p,S)B(p,S)] 2 
p=l,2, ..• ,k. 
In either case the posterior distribution of the order p is not a 
known form, and must be normalized numerically. If ~(p) is uniform the 
formula simplifies. 
To estimate p (the order of AR(p)) using ~(pis) a measure of cen-
tral tendency could be used, we will use the mode and the nearest inte-
ger to the mean of ~(pis), and refer to the first method as Bayesian 
posterior mode and the second as Bayesian posterior mean. 
Numerical Study for Sensitivity Analysis 
and Method Assessment 
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Our main concern in this part is to study the effect of changing 
the values of the hyperparameters, namely, µ(p), Q(p), a, and S, and the 
sample size N on the identification of the true order of an AR(p) pro-
cess, in the case where conjugate prior density is used. We are also 
concerned with how well these Bayesian procedures perform when compared 
to some well-known "classical" procedures, such as Akaike's identifica-
tion procedures. Finally, we will try the Bayesian procedure on some 
real data. 
For the sensitivity of the Bayesian identification method on the 
choice of the values of the hyper-parameters, the following three AR 
models are used 
(1) Y(t) .65Y(t-l) + .3Y(t-2) + E(t), 
(2) Y(t) .3SY(t-l) - .35Y(t-2) + E(t), 
(3) Y(t) .SSY(t-1) + .OSY(t-2) + E(t), 
where model number 3 is taken from Akaike' s (1979) paper, and E ( t), t = 1, 
2, .•• ,n are i.i.d. N(O,T), and Tis taken to be one. Each of the above 
models is explored with series of length 30, SO, 60, 75, 100 and 200, 
and the maximum order tried (k) is 10. 
Six prior µ vectors are used as follows: 
(1) µI (.65, .3, .352, .282, .225, .18, .144, .115, .092, .074), 
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(2) µ' = (.35, -.35, .352, .282, .225, .18, .144, .115, .092, 
.074), 
(3) µ' (.55, .05, .352, .282, .225, .18, .144, .115, .092, .074), 
(4) µ' (.65, .3, -.352, -.282, -.225, -.18, -.144, -.115, -.092, 
-.074), 
(5) µ' = (.35, -.35, -.352, -.282, -.225, -.18, -.144, -.115, 
-.092, -.074), 
(6) ].1 1 = (.55, .05, -.352, -.282, -.225, -.18, -.144, -.ll5, -.092, 
-.074)• 
We will refer to these vectors by their numbers in Table XI - Table XVI. 
The prior precision matrix Q is taken as d*I, where I is (lOxlO) iden-
tity matrix and d takes the values .01, 1 and 100. The prior mean and 
variance for t are also changed through the choice of the values of a and 
S, where a takes the value 2 and S equals 1 and 10. 
Table XI - Table XVI summarize all information about the estimated 
order by the Bayesian posterior mode method for each of the above 648 
cases. 
To compare the Bayesian procedures with some well-known "classical" 
procedures, the following four procedures by Akaike (1969, 1974, 1979) 
are chosen: the final prediction error (FPE) method, the information 
criterion (AIC) method, the information criterion 4 (AIC4) method, and 




Five-hundred simulation runs each with a sample size of 50 gener-
ated observations from the following models were made, using the Bayes-
ian and "classical" procedures with k = 10. 
(1) Y(t) .65Y(t-l) + .3Y(t-2) + s(t), 
(2) Y(t) .5Y(t-l) - .06Y(t-2) + .45Y(t-8) + s(t), 
(3) Y(t) .55Y(t-l) + .OSY(t-2) + s(t), 
(4) Y(t) .35Y(t-l) - .35Y(t-2) + s(t) 
where model (3) and (2) are taken from Akaike (1979) paper, with an 
eighth order for model (2) instead of the original order of fifteen, and 
s(t), t = 1,2, .•• ,ri are i.i.d. N(O,T), and Tis taken to be 1, with 
.E._1 
2 i;(p) a: T 
Five-hundred simulation runs were also made for the same prior for 
p but, for sample size of 60 and 70, using model (1) and model (2). 
Table XVII - Table XXIV summarize the mean, variance, M.S.E., and 
the number of correct identifications out of the 500 runs, for each of 
the different procedures. The Bayesian posterior mean method was used 
in some of the runs to see how well it compares to the Bayesian posterior 
mode method, which was chosen initially as the Bayesian identification 
method. 
The same number of simulation runs were also made using model (1) 
and model (2) for t;(p) a: T(p/ 2) -l(2~)-p/ 2 , and with sample sizes of 50 
and 70. Table XXV - Table XXVIII summarize the statistics of the above 
cases for the Bayesian and "classical procedures. 
Finally, the Bayesian posterior mode procedure was applied to iden-
tify the classical series of Wolfer's sunspot numbers with N = 176 
(Anderson, 1971), and to the series E and F given in Box and Jenkins 
(1970). 
Results and Conclusions 
Table XI - Table XVI show that the correct identification of the 
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order of an AR model depends on the true model itself. If the last non-
zero parameter in the process is close to zero, such as in the model 
Y(t) = .55Y(t-l) + .OSY(t-2) + e(t), then most likely it will be consid-
ered as zero in the data information, i.e., the true order is not likely 
to be correctly estimated, especially when the data information dominates 
the prior information. The use of prior mean vector for ~(p) with cor-
rect or values close to the true values of these parameters, and with 
high prior precision, will yield a correct estimate of the true order of 
the process, if the prior .information dominates, i.e., if N is small 
(N = 30 in Table XV and Table XVI). 
For the other two models used in Table XI - Table XVI, namely, 
Y(t) = .65Y(t-l) + .3Y(t-2) + e(t), and Y(Y) = .35Y(t-l) - .35Y(t-2) + 
e(t), the results show that depending on the model used, a sample size 
of at least 50 observations is needed for the data to begin to overcome 
prior information (which i.s not that strong) , but if the prior informa-
tion is wrong, then a very large sample size ~ay be required if the prior 
precision is high, and vice versa. 
It is also clear from the tables that the choice of the prior vector 
µ will influence the estimated order of the model, especially for small sam-
ple sizes, and that the same could be said about the prior pr;;!cision matrix. 
By comparing the tables it seems that the estimated order of an 
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AR process is not very sensitive to the choice of values of a and S, but 
actually when S increased to 10 the probability of the posterior mode 
decreases, and a big change in the value of a or S may have greater in-
fluence on our estimate. 
Table XXIII shows that the same problem is encountered in estima-
ting the true order of an AR process correctly, when the last non-zero 
AR parameter is close to zero, as encountered in the conjugate prior for 
¢(p) and T case, when a non-informative prior density is used. The same 
is true for all the "classical" procedures used. 
Tables XVII - Table XXIV show that when the vague prior s(¢(p) ,T/p) 
(p/2) - 1 
cr T is used, with n = 50 the two Bayesian procedures did not do 
a good job in terms of the mean, variance and M.S.E. of the estimated or-
ders of the 500 simulation runs, when the true model is of low order com-
pared to the maximum order tried (k), even though the Bayesian mode 
method did as well as Akaike's F.P.E. and AIC methods in terms of the 
number of the correct identifications out of the 500 simulation runs. 
This problem was anticipated because of the appearance of (2n)p/Z in 
the posterior distribution of p, when the above prior is used. But when 
the sample size increased to 60 and 70 the Bayesian procedures improved 
considerably, especially the Bayesian posterior mode method. 
When the t~ue order of the AR process was high, and using the above 
prior, Table XX shows that the Bayesian mode procedure did considerably 
better than Akaike's procedures, and the Bayesian posterior mean pro-
cedure did a good job in identifying the true order of the process corn-
pared to the Akaike's methods, when the number of correct identifications 
is considered, e:ven though its mean and -11ariance were lower than Akaike' s 
F.P.E. and AIC methods, and when the sample size was increased to 60 and 
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then to 70 Akaike's F.P.E. and AIC methods improved considerably and 
were very close to the Bayesian posterior methods, which also improved 
as the sample size became larger. 
Tables XXV - Table XVIII show that when the prior density for ¢(p) 
and~ was ;(¢(p) ,T/p) ~ T(p/ 2) - 1 (2~)-(p/ 2 ), then for n = 50 and 
the model Y(t) = .65Y(t-l) + .3Y(t-2) + i::(t), the Bayesian posterior 
mean did better than all other procedures, and the Bayesian posterior 
mode was also good. When n increased to 70 the two Bayesian proce-
dures preserve their position. But when we used the model Y(t) = 
.SY(t-1) - .06Y(t-2) + .45Y(t-8) + i::(t), with the above prior, the two 
Bayesian procedures did very poor job in estimating the .true value of 
the order. 
The results of the simulation studies shown in Table XVII - XXVIII 
also indicate that Akaike's F.P.E. and AIC procedures were almost the 
same in the ability of es~imating the order of an AR process, and Akaike's 
AIC4 and mode procedures were also close to each other when the true or-
der of an AR process was low. When the order was high then Akaike's 
AIC4 procedure was the poorest among the Akaike's procedures, even though 
the Akaike's mode procedure was also considerably weaker than the F.P.E. 
and the AIC procedures. 
The simulation results for the Bayesian procedures also show the 
difficulty in choosing one vague prior density, to best serve 
in comparing a Bayesian procedure with "classical" ones, where the Baye-
sian posterior mode did very well with one prior and the Bayesian poste-
'rior mean did better in the other. The results also show that the Baye-
sian posterior mode's ability to correctly estimate the true order of an 
(p) (p/2) - 1 AR process whens(¢ ,T[p) ~ T was used, was very close to 
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Akaike's F.P.E. and AIC procedures if we consider the number of correct 
identifications, even though it tends to have higher means and variances 
when the true order was low and the sample size was small. When the 
sample size get larger these methods will be very close to each other in 
their ability to estimate the correct order. The Bayesian posterior 
mean was the worst among the methods tried when the above prior is used 
and the true order was low, but when the true order was high this method 
was comparable with the Bayesian mode, F.P.E. and AIC methods. This 
property was reversed when ~(<P (p) 0r/p) ex: T(p/ 2) - l(27T)-(p/ 2) was used. 
From all the results we conclude that if informative prior informa-
tion about the order and the values of the AR parameters were available, 
then expressing them in a conjugate prior density, and using them in the 
posterior analysis of the order of an AR process would be of benefit to 
us, especially if the sample size is not large enough to yield reliable 
estimates. If the prior information is not informative or vague, then 
either a conjugate prior with a very low prior precision cocld be used, 
or one of the above priors, and based on the simulations results the 
Bayesian posterior mode seem to be preferable, especially with the prior 
~(¢(p) ,TIP) ex: T(p/ 2)-l, and a sample size which is not considerably small 
for the identification problem. 
U • h • d • r (' (p) I ) (p/2) - 1 h B • sing t e vague prior ensity s <p , Tj p a: T , t e ayesian 
posterior mode estimate for series E was the second order model, and 
this agrees with the second-or-third order AR model suggested by Box and 
Jenkins for this series, which is a part of the Wolfer's sunspot numbers 
series with n = 100. For series F with n = 70, the Bayesian posterior 
mode estimate for the order was 2, which &lso agrees with the suggestion 
mad.e by the authors. 
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For the whole classical series of Wolfer's sunspot numbers, with 
n = 176, the Bayesian posterior mode estimate was the third-order model. 
CHAPTER V 
THE IDENTIFICATION OF MULTIVARIATE 
AR PROCESSES 
Let Y(t), t 1,2, ... ,n be n observations from an AR (p) process. 
m 
p 
Y'(t) = z Y'(t-j)e . + s'(t), 
j=l PJ 
t 1,2, ••• ,n, (5 .1) 
where Y(t) is the (mxl) observed vector at time t, Y(t-j), j = 1,2, ••• ,p 
are previous vectors of observation each of dimension (mxl), 8 . is 
PJ 
(mxm) matrix of real unknown autoregressive parameters, j = 1,2, ••. ,p, 
and s(t) are i.i.d. N (O,T), where T is positive definite symmetric ma-
m 
trix of precision. Model (5.1) is known as a vector or multivariate 
autoregressive process of order p (AR (p)) if 8 is not the zero (mxm) 
m pp 
matrix. 
Suppose {Y(t): t = 1,2, ••• ,n} is a set of observations, and if Y(O), 
Y(-1), ••• ,Y(l-p) are known vectors, and if we let 
Y' (1) Y' (O) y I (-1) Y' (1-p) 
Y' (2) Y' (1) Y' (0) Y' (2-p) 
y x = 
Y' (n) Y' (n-1) Y' (n-2) Y'(n-p) 
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8pl €I (1) 
8p2 €I (2) 
8 . E 
8 €I (n) 
PP 
where Y is an (nxm) matrix, X is an (nxmp) matrix, 8 is an (mpxm) matrix, 
and E is an (nxm) matrix, then we can write our model as 
y X8 + E, (5. 2) 
which is a special case of a multivariate regression model. 
The likelihood function for 8, T, and p, based on the observations 
{Y(t), t 1, 2, ... , n} is 
n 
L(Yl8,T,p) a: ITl 2 Exp{-ttr[(Y-X8)'(Y-X8))} 
n 
a: ITl 2 Exp{-%-tr[s + (8-e)'x'x(8-e)T)}, (5. 3) 
where X is a full-rank matrix, 
S = (X'X)-lX'Y 
and 
s (Y-xe)'(Y-xe). 
To use a conjugate prior density, the form of the likelihood func-
tion suggests a normal-wishart distribution, namely 
- E!;E_ l mp+a - 1 
f(8,T) a: (2'IT) 2 lnl 2 jTI 2 
1 
+ z-tr(f3T)}, 




A is (mpxm) prior mean matrix, 
D is (mpxmp) positive definite symmetric (PDS) matrix, 
B is (mxm) PDS matrix, 
and a > 0. 
Assuming that the order p has a prior density C:(p), p 1,2, ••• ,k, 
the joint posterior distribution of 8, T, and p is 
~ 1 n+mp+a _ 1 
C:(8,T,pjY) o: C:(p)(2n)- 2 \n! 2 !Ti 2 1 Exp{ -zi:r[ (6-A) 'D(6-A)T 
+ (e-e)'X'X(e-e)T +ST+ ST]} 
-~ ..!.. n+mp+a -1 
o: t:(p)(2n). 2 !n! 2 IT! 2 Exp{-~tr[e'ne-e'DA-A'De 
;_ 
+ A'DA+8'X'Xe-e'x'xe-8 1 x 1 xe+e'X'XS+S+S]T} 
-~ ..!.. n+mp+a _ 1 
0: t:(p) (2n) 2 lnl 2 jTj 2 Exp{ -ttr[El' (D+X'X)e 
-6 I (DA+X'XS)-(A 'D+ex' X) e+e Ix I xe+s+s] T} 
..!.. n+mp+o. - 1 ~ 
- 2 
o: C: (p) (2n) In! 2 IT! z 1 Exp{ - z-tr [ 6' (D+X' X) 6 
-8'(DA+X'Y)-(DA+X'Y)'6+Y'Y+6]T}. (5. 5) 
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Let 
El = D + X'X, 
and 
E2 = X'Y + DA. 
Then we can write (5.5) as 
- .!!£ .!. n+mp+a. - 1 
~(8,T,piY) :x: ~(p)(2rr) 2 lnl 2 !Tl 2 
-E2_8+Y'Y+S]T}. (5. 6) 
Consider the exponent of (5.6), and complete the square with respect 
to 8, we can write (5.6) as 
~ .!!£ .!_ n+mp+a 




-1 1 8 =El E2 = (D+X'X)- (X'Y+DA). 
Then (5.7) is simplified to 
-~ .!. n+mp+a -1 
t;(e,T,piy) a: r;(p)(27T) 2 lnl 2 !Tl 2 
Now, (5.8) can be written as follows 
-~ l n+mp+a _ l 
t;(e,T,p!Y) a: l;(p)(27T) 2 !nl 2 IT! 2 
where 
6*' ( Al 8 1 8 1 ) ~pl' . p2'"""' pp ' 
-*, - -, -, ~, ) e -(6 1 ,e 2 , ••• ,e, p p pp 
1 -Exp{ --tr[ (e-e) 'E • 2 1 




and © denotes Kronecker or direct matrix multiplication. 
Integrating out 6* from (5.9), using the properties of the multi-
variate normal distribution, we have the joint posterior distribution of 
T, and p as 
1 n+m.e+a 1 1 
l;(T,p!Y) a: l;(p) ln!2 ITI 2 IE1®TI 2 Exp [-itr (E3 T)] 
1 m n+mp+a - 1 -~ 
a: F,;(p) 'n!2 I I 2 IT! 2 [rj 2 1 /L ,Eli Exp [ - it r ( E 3 T) ] 
1:_ m n+a _ 1 
a: l;(p) lnl2 jEll 2 !Tl 2 (5 .10) 
Integrating T from (5.10), using the properties of a Wishart distri-
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bution, we have the posterior distribution of the order as 
1 
~ (p I Y) "' -~~~("'-'p ) ...... !_n l..._2-..,...--
m n+a+(m+l) p = 1,2, .• .,k, 
I El 12 [E3] 2 
1 
~(p)lnl 2 ~ (p I Y) c: ---m------=-----'-"--"'--------n-+_a_+m ___ l ' (5 .11) 
ln+x'xl 2 [Y'Y+S+(X'Y+DA)'(D+X'X)-1 (X'Y+DA)] 2 
p=l,2, ••• ,k, 
where k is the maximum order of the model. If m = 1, then (5.11) will 
reduce to the posterior distribution of p for the univariate case ob-
tained in Chapter IV, namely (4.8), with D = Q(p), D+X'X = A*(p,S), and 
a and S will be 2a, and 2S for the univariate case. 
If we use a vague prior density, then depending on this density the 
posterior distribution of ·p will change. If the vague prior of 8, T, 
given p is 
(m+l) 
( I ) c: !Tl --2 f; 8,TJp 
then the posterior distribution of p is 
E!l?.. 
2 
E.:( p I y) a: ----~~'--'(..._p ),__(_,__2_'IT,_) --
m n-mp 
I x, x 12 !) , Y-Y, x (x, x) - lx, Y] 2 
p 1,2, ..• ,k. 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
We may encounter the same problem in using t:his vague prior as was en-
countered for t:he univariate AR(p), namely, the estimated order will 
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always be 1. 
If we use the general form for the vague prior we used for the uni-
variate AR(p) case, i.e., 
.!!!E_ _ 1 
f 2 (e,Tjp) a: !Tl 2 
then the posterior distribution of p will have the following form 
.!!!E.. 
2 ~ (p jY) a: ------~ ..... (P ........ ) ........ (2_n._) -----
m n+m-1 
lx'xl 2 [Y'Y-Y'X(X'X)-1X'Y] 2 




and this will favor higher order because of the appearance of (Zn) 2 , 
and may be biased upward, especially for small sample size, as was the 
situation for the univariate case. 
If the following vague prior density is used 
~-1 -~ 
f 3 (e,Tlp) a: !Tl 2 (2ir) 2 (5 .16) 
then the posterior distribution of p is 
~{pl Y) a: -------"~-°'("-')'-------
m n+m-1 (5.17) 
lx'x\ 2 [Y'Y-Y'X(X'X)-1x'Y] 2 
p 1,2, ..• ,k. 
In either case the posterior distribution of the order p must be 
normalized numerically, and if ~(p) is uniform, then the formula simpli-
fies, and as for the identification of the univariate AR(p) process, the 
posterior estimate of p, i.e. , p could be taken as the mode or the 
nearest integer to the mean of the posterior distribution of the order. 
Further Work and Assessment 
Further study will be done later in a separate work to assess the 
performance of these methods for estimating the order of a multivariate 
autoregressive process, and the following objectives are included: 
1. Design a numerical study to assess the performance of the 
posterior distribution of the order of an AR process in 
selecting the order of a multivariate autoregressive pro-
cess. 
2. Study the sensitivity of these methods to the choice of 
the prior parameters. 
3. Compare these methods to well-known identification pro-
cedures such as the AIC(p) and FPE(p) of Akaike (1969, 
1974). 
4. Examine other statistical models, such as linear dynamic 
systems, where identification is an important problem. 
5. Derive an identification technique for MA and ARMA models. 
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i 
I 0 00 I J 
.3752 .03367 1.5740 .0922 1.0846 11.0601 
I ' 
.4991 i.0110 1.08141.0220 1-.2866 ll.0422 
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TABLE X 
AR(l),y =¢Y 1+st,s ~i.i.d. N(0,1),y0=0, Mixture of t t- t 
~anJitian on I 
:~i tor each 
- ... 

















r'GC° IJA, 5 
;; 1=o2.3784 
i""'l ,2,3 
N-G Prior a=l.l,S=.l 
Posterior Information I Predictive Information 
y (yn+l) 
I I 2s I 0 1827 




.8738 .0295 -.1308 1.1337 
.5 .9817 .0190 .4776 Ll094 
"' • o.o 
'-.0092 ll. 7018 
-.. s I I 
I. 2501 i i I Ii. 4155 I 11 110 .0565 1. 6004 I . 0982 1.0564 0 I I I 
.5 I .1827 11 110 .4166 .0204 l.0814 .0229 1-.2393 l .2008 ! 
! 
1.02191.0103 ' 0 1·. 18.:27 11 110 .4821 .0081 - .187l l.1266 
~ . .5 
l.o46 7 1.33391.1228 
I I 
481 1i.2261 12. 6ai.1, 
-.5 
l.0222 : 1. 3181 I . 0644 1-.471811.6690 0 
i l. 26261. 0307 11.531211.3381 
. 
3 I 200 
! .1827 i 11 110 . 7111 .0083 
I ~ 0 .1827 11 llO .d260 .0021' 1. 0546 ! .0109 1. 2251 ;l. 2236 
~ . .9 
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TABLE XI 
ESTIMATED ORDER BY THE POSTERIOR MODE WITH CONJUGATE PRIOR, TRUE 
MODEL: Y(t)=.65Y(t-1)+.3Y(t-2)+s(t),•=1,a=2,S=l 
,...; (IJ The Number of Prior Vector µ Used n co .µ i:: i:: 
0 Q) 
00 s O' 
co Q) 
•r-l ,...; 4-1 
i::i i::i::l 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 2 4 3 2 1 2 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
50 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 2 4 2 2 1 2 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 2 3 2 2 1 2 
.01 2 2 2 2 2 2 
75 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 2 3 2 2 1 2 
.01 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 2 3 2 2 1 2 
.01 2 2 2 2 2 2 
200 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 2 3 2 2 2 2 
67 
TABLE' XII 
ESTIMATED ORDER BY THE POSTERIOR MODE WITH CONJUGATE PRIOR, TRUE 
MODEL: Y(t)=.65Y(t-l)+.3Y(t-2)+e(t),•=l,a=2,S=l0 
n 
,.-f [/) The Number of Prior Vector µ Used C\j .µ i:: i:: 
0 Q) 
00 El O' 
C\j Q) 
•rl ,.-f 4-l 
i:::i i::i:l 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 2 4 3 2 1 2 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
50 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 2 4 2 2 1 2 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 2 3 2 2 1 2 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
75 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 2 3 2 2 1 2 
.01 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 2 3 2 2 1 2 
.01 2 2 2 2 2 2 
200 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 2 3 2 2 2 2 
68 
TABLE~xnI 
ESTIMATED ORDER BY THE POSTERIOR MODE WITH CONJUGATE PRIOR, TRUE 
MODEL: Y(t)=.35Y(t-l)-.35Y(t-2)+e(t),T=l,a=2,S=l 
,...; co The Number of Prior Vector µ Used n co .µ i:: i:: 
0 QJ 
00 13 O' co QJ 
•r-l ,...; 4-1 
p J:;i::l 0 1 2 3· 4 5 6 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 2 1 1 2 1 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
50 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 1 2 3 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
60 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 1 2 2 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
75 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 1 2 2 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 1 2 2 
.01 2 2 2 2 2 2 
200 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 1 2 2 
69 
TABLE.XIV 
ESTIMATED ORDER BY THE POSTERIOR MODE WITH CONJUGATE PRIOR, TRUE 
MODEL: Y ( t) =. 35Y ( t-1)-. 35Y ( t-2 )+E:( t) ,-r=l ,a.=2, S=lO 
....; C/l 
The Number of Prior Vector µ Used n cu .µ ~ ~ 
0 Q) 
00 13 O' 
«! Q) 
•r-1 ....; 4-l 
~ ~ 0 1 2 3· 4 5 6 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 1 1 1 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
50 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 1 2 3 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
60 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 1 2 2 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
75 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 1 2 2 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 1 2 2 
.01 2 2 2 2 2 2 
200 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
100 1 2 2 1 2 2 
70 
TABLE XV 
ESTIMATED ORDER BY THE POSTERIOR MODE WITH CONJUGATE PRIOR, TRUE 
MODEL: Y(t)=.55Y(t-l)+.05Y(t-2)+s(t),•=l,a=2,S=l 




•M ~ 4-; 
~~o 1 2 3 4 5 6 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 2 1 2 4 1 4 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
50 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 4 1 3 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 3 1 3 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
75 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 1 1 1 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 1 1 1 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 1 1 1 
71 
TABLE" XVI 
ESTIMATED ORDER BY THE POSTERIOR MODE WITH CONJUGATE PRIOR, TRUE 
MODEL: Y(t)=.55Y(t-1)+.05Y(t-2)+s(t),~=1,a=2,S=l0 
,....; (I) 
The Number of Prior Vector µ n ctj .µ Used i:: i:: 
0 aJ 
bO s O' 
ctj aJ 
"M ,....; 4-1 
t=l l'cl 0 1 2 3· 4 5 6 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 2 1 2 4 1 4 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
50 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 4 1 3 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
60 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 1 1 3 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
75 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 1 1 1 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 1 1 1 
.01 1 1 1 1 1 1 
200 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
100 1 1 1 1 1 1 
72 
TABLE XVII 
STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: 
Y(t)=.65Y(t-l)+.3Y(t-2)+~(t),~(~(p) ,T,p)~Tp/Z-l,n=50,K=10 
~ Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Procedure 
Bayesian Posterior Mode 2.9400 6.0285 6.9121 
Bayesian Posterior Mean 3. 8960 2.7507 6.3455 
Akaike FPE 1.8940 1. /;376 1.4489 
Akaike AIC 1.8980 1.4545 1.4649 
Akaike AIC4 1.3020 0.2473 0.7345 
, 
Akaike Mode 1.4180 0.5323 0.8711 












STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: 
Y(t)=.65Y(t-l)+.3Y(t-2)+E(t),~(~(p) ,T,p)crTp/ 2- 1 ,n=60,K=l0 
Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Procedure 
-------
Bayesian Posterior Mode 2.6240 3.9024 4.2918 
Akaike FPE 1.9980 1.4810 1.4810 
Akaike AIC 2.0140 1.5289 1.5291 
Akaike AIC4 1.4400 0.3271 0.6407 
Akaike Mode 1.5780 0.5330 o. 7111 











STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: 
Y(t)=.65Y(t-l)+.3Y(t-2)+s(t),~($(p) ,T,p)~Tp/ 2 -1 ,n=70,K=10 
Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Procedure 
Bayesian Posterior Mode 2.3200 2.4906 2.5930 
Bayesian Posterior Mean 3 .1360 1.5727 2.8631 
Akaike FPE 2.1080 1.4432 1.4549 
Akaike AIC 2 .1100 1.4408 1.4529 
Akaike AICL1 1.5200 0.3062 0.5366 
-
Akaike Mode 1. 7040 0:7539 0.8415 




















STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: 
Y(t)=.5Y(t-l)-.06Y(t-2)+.45Y(t-8)+E(t),~(~(p) ,T,p)~Tp/ 2-1 , 
n~50,K=l0 
Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Posterior Mode 6.5860 9.9625 11. 962 
Posterior Mean 3.1360 5.5727 6.8631 
FPE 4.4800 10.382 22. 773 
AIC 4.6140 10.374 21.839 
AIC4 1.4120 1.2888 44.691 
-Mode 2.6160 7.3032 36.291 


















STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: 
Y(t)=.5Y(t-l)-.06Y(t-2)+.45Y(t-8)+E(t),~(~(p) ,T,p)~Tp/ 2-1 , 
n=60,K=l0 
Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Posterior Mode 6.7940 8.8300 10.536 
FPE 5.7120 9. 7722 15.560 
AIC 5.7600 9.7880 15.368 
AIC4 1.8100 3.3566 41.673 
Mode 3.6980 11.624 29 .131 


















STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: 
Y(t)=.5Y(t-1)-.06Y(t-2)+.45Y(t-8)+s(t),~(¢(p),T!P)«Tp/ 2-1 , 
n=70,K=10 
Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Posterior Mode 6.9360 7.8365 9.1999 
Posterior Mean 7.1640 4.4500 5.1489 
FPE 6. 7260 8.4506 10.8289 
AIC 6.7660 8.3507 10.6367 
AIC4 2.3820 6.2566 37.818 
-Mode 4.8040 11. 673 21.887 
-












STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDER OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: 
Y(t)=.55Y(t-l)+.05Y(t-2)+s(t),~(~(p) ,T,p)crTp/ 2- 1 ,n=50,K=l0 
~ Mean Variance MSE Procedure 
Bayesian Posterior Mode 2.4380 6.1986 6.3904 
Akaike FPE 1.4280 1.1591 1.4863 
Akaike AIC 1.4360 1.1763 1.4944 
Akaike AIC4 1.0560 0.0810 0. 9722 
Akaike Mode 1.1120 0,3281 1.1167 











STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: 
Y(t)=.35Y(t-l)-.35Y(t-2)+s(t),s(~(p) ,Tjp)rrTp/ 2- 1 ,n=50,K=l0 
Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Procedure 
Bayesian Posterior Mode 2.0800 5.4044 6.5708 
-
Akaike FPE 2.2400 0.9884 1.0460 
Akaike AIC 2.2600 1.1627 1.2303 
Akaike AIC4 1. 7420 02840 0.3506 
Akaike Mode 1.8900 0.4548 0.46691 




















STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: 
Y(t)=.65Y(t-l)+.3Y(t-2)+s(t),~(~(p) ,Tlp)crTp/ 2-l(2n)-p/2 ,n=50, 
K=lO 
Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Posterior Mode 1.5280 0.6265 0.8493 
Posterior Mean 1.8020 0.5158 0.5550 
FPE 1.8940 1.4376 1.4489 
AIC 1.8980 1.4545 1.4649 
AIC4 1.3020 0.2473 0.7345 
-Mode 1.4180 0.5323 0.8711 



















STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: Y(t)=.65Y(t-l)+.3Y(t-2)+E(t),~(~(p),Tlp)crTp/ 2 -l(2n)-p/Z,n=70, 
K=lO 
Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Posterior Mode 1.6260 0.4671 0.6069 
Posterior Mean 1. 7920 0.4056 0.4488 
FPE 2.1080 1. 4432 1.4549 
AIC 2.1100 1.4408 1.4529 
AICL1 1.5200 0.3062 0.5366 
. 
Mode 1. 70110 0.7539 0.8415 




















STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: 
Y(t)=.5Y(t-l)-.06Y(t-2)+.45Y(t-8)+s(t),~(~(p) ,T,p)~Tp/ 2-l 
-p/2 (2n) ,n=50,K=l0 
Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Posterior Mode 2.2240 5.7694 39 .132 
Posterior Mean 2. 6960 4.1799 32.312 
-
FPE 4.4800 10.382 22. 773 
AIC 4.6140 10.374 21.839 
AIC4 1.4120 1.2888 44.691 
. 
Mode 2.6160 7.3032 36.291 



















STATISTICS OF ESTIMATED ORDERS OF 500 SIMULATIONS, TRUE MODEL: Y(t)=.5Y(t-1)-.06Y(t-2)+.45Y(t-8)+s(t),s(~(p) ,Tlp)crTp/ 2- 1 
-p/2 (2~) ,n=70,K=10 
Statistics Mean Variance MSE 
Posterior Mode 3.3220 10.0990 31. 982 
Posterior Mean 3.5420 7.1706 27.044 
FPE 6. 7260 8.4506 10.8289 
AIC 6.7660 8.3507 10.6367 
AIC4 2.3820 6.2566 37.818 
' 
-
Mode 4.8040 11.6730 21.887 
ti of Correct 
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Figure 1. Prior and Posterior Distribution for ¢: True ¢=.5, n=25, Prior 
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Figure 2. Prior and Posterior Distribution for ~: True ~~.5, n=lOO, Prior 
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Figure 3. Prior and Posterior Distribution for ¢: True ~=.5, n=25, Prior 
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Figure 4. Prior and Posterior Distribution for ~: True ~=.5, n=lOO, Prior 
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Figure 5. Prior and Posterior Distribution for•= 
Mixture of N-G Prior for <•,T), Prior E. 
1 
True •=.5, n=25, Prior Mean = 
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Figure 6. Prior and Posterior Distribution for $: True $=.5, n=lOO, Prior Mean= 
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Figure 7. Prior and Posterior Distribution for T: 
n=25, E(1)=l.llll, E(•)=O, N-G Prior for 
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F Lg11 re 8. Prior and Posterior Distribution for T: True c=l, True ~=.S, n=lOO, 
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Figure 9; Prior and Posterior Distribution for 
E(T)=l.1111, E(¢)=.75, N-G Prior for 
•: True •=1, 
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i'igure 10_ Prior and Posterior Distributjon for T: True T=l, 1'rue t=.5, n=lOO, 
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Figure 11. Prior and Posterior Distribution for T: 
E(T)=l.1111, E(~)=O. Mixture of N-G for 
µ=.5 for All i 
True T=l, True ~=.5, n=25, 
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Figure 12. Prior and Posterior Distribution for T: 
E(1)=l.llll, E(~)=O. Mixture of N-G for 
µ=.5 for All i 
True T=l, True ~=.5, n=lOO, 
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Pigure 13. Predictive Prob. Density for Y(n+l), n=25, True T=l, True ¢=.S, 
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Figure 14. 
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Predictive Prob. Density for Y(n+l), n=lOO, True T=l, True ¢=.5, 
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Figure 15. 
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Predictive Prob. Density for Y(n+l), n=25, True T=l, True ~=.5, 
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Figure 16. Predictive Prob. Density for Y(n+l), n=lOO, True r=l, True <P=.5, 
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Figure 17. Predictive Prob. Density for Y(n+l), n=25, True T=l, True ¢=.5, 
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Figure 18. Predictive Prob. Density for Y(n+l), n=lOO, True T=l, True .~.s, 
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